The Largest French-Language Reference Resource
This extensive collection of French-language resources responds to the needs of schools, libraries, students, and anyone doing research.

Trusted Content from Leading Minds
A powerful and intelligent search engine provides access to all subjects, with 38,000 articles written and signed by more than 6,400 renowned authors, historians, professors, and Nobel Prize winners.

Vivid Graphics and Multimedia
25,000 multimedia elements engage users and enhance learning.

Additional Research Tools
A world atlas with more than 1,400 physical and political maps, timelines, an integrated dictionary with 120,000 entries, 100,000 bibliographies, original source documents, and a guide to select Web sites are helpful resources in the research process.

Connected and Current with the Latest News
Up-to-date information from a daily calendar with topical background information, new and exclusive weekly articles, and monthly dossiers covering the issues of our times provide relevant information for today’s world.

Science Lab
A science center explains 11 scientific topics and uses more than 60 multimedia elements to demonstrate important subjects.
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